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Opening Welcome
Shona Johnstone - DfT

What we’ll cover today…

1.  Introductions

2.  Purpose of the day

3.  Expectations

4.  Proposed outcomes
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Transport for the North



19
Transport authorities

4
Development 

partners

Transport for the North

Size of area: 
23,175 km²

Population density:  
696 people per km² 



Devolution 

The Cities and Local Government Devolution Act 2016 amends 
the Local Transport Act 2008 so that the Secretary of State for 
Transport can establish statutory sub-national transport bodies, 
provided that two conditions are met:

1. The sub-national transport body would facilitate 
development and implementation of transport 
strategies for the area; and

2. Economic growth would be furthered by development 
and implementation of such strategies

As a sub-national body, must produce a Transport Strategy in 
pursuit of these objectives.



What and whose strategy?

July 2014

One North  

October 2014

Rebalancing Britain

March 2015 

Northern Transport 
Strategy Report 

Launched 

November 2015

NTS Autumn Update 
Report

March 2016 

NTS Spring Update 
Report 

2017

STB Transport 
Strategy and 

Investment Plan

• Set out a strategic 
transport proposition 
for the North

• Led by Leeds, 
Liverpool, 
Manchester, 
Newcastle and 
Sheffield

• Initial response for 
developing a strategic 
transport plan to 
integrate HS2 with 
the existing transport 
network, as well as 
transforming the 
existing rail and road 
network

• Sir David Higgins’ 
recommendations to 
improve transport 
connections and 
reducing journey 
times across the North 
building on HS2

• Set out how the 
northern cities should 
speak as one voice 
through a new body, 
Transport for the 
North

• Set out the vision for 
support growth 
across the North 
with the TfN 
partners

• Set out the plan for 
developing the 
various TfN 
workstreams further 
through the 
establishment of the 
TfN Partnership 
Board

• Provided an update on 
the work to develop 
the NTS

• Set out the initial 
findings of the 
feasibility of the 
Northern Powerhouse 
Rail (NPR) network

• Set out the case for 
the Trans Pennine 
Tunnel 

• Updates and plans for 
the other TfN 
programmes

• Emerging views of 
options for the 
Northern 
Powerhouse Rail 
(NPR) network

• 2 studies were 
produced on 
improvements to the 
Strategic Road 
Network

• An implementation 
plan for Smart North, 
a new multi-modal 
ticketing and fares 
system, was outlined

• Acts as a 
commissioning 
framework for TfN’s 
activity

• Sets out the 
quantum's of growth 
and transport 
demand

• Builds on the 
evidence developed 
under the remit of 
the NTS and beyond

• Is developed in the 
context of the  
Transport Strategy 
owned by the STB

• Focused on the 
operating space 
agreed through the 
constitution 



First ever pan-Northern economic review

Northern Powerhouse Independent Economic Review

Financial and professional 
services

Higher and further 
education

Logistics

EnergyDigital technology 
Advanced 

manufacturing
Health innovation

Prime Capabilities
Enabling Capabilities



The Transport Strategy must:
Set out a long-term strategy with a clear 
prioritised and sequenced delivery 
programme
Present a strong case for transformational 
investment
Support transport investments in pursuit of 
economic outcomes
Be holistically developed to draw together 
complex modal and economic priorities
Be a public facing, publicly supported 
document 
Have an agile strategic approach in its 
development
Be a living document

Strategy Development Principles

Strategy 
and 

Investment 
Plan  

Outcomes

Priorities 

Implement

Monitor 



Holistic Strategy Fit

Evidence

TfN Developed Local Developed

Transport Strategy and Investment Plan 

Northern Powerhouse Independent Economic Review (NPIER)

Rail Commission, Roads Commission, Economic Analysis 
Commission, Smart, Freight, International Connectivity, 

Strategic Local Connectivity
Local Transport Plans Local Area Plans

Shareholder 
and 

Stakeholder 
Engagement



• A long-term, multi-year investment plan covering:

• 3 TfN/DfT strategic studies;

• Associated wider transport connectivity assessment;

• Evidence from the TfN programmes on Freight, Strategic Local Connectivity and International 
Connectivity

• An analysis of strategic connectivity gaps and additional evidence, including integration with rail and 
other modes

• Includes approach identifying priorities to inform the RIS2 process, as well as long term investment

• Strategic Road Network in the North and strategic cross boundary routes

• Identification of core conditional outputs to support Northern Powerhouse economic growth aspirations

• Potential for smarter management of data on the transport network, communicating real time travel 
information to drivers / passengers

• Consideration in the long term of factors such as autonomous vehicles

Integrated Strategic Road Report



Overview of Timetable

July 2016 Summer 2016 Autumn 2016 
Spring
2017 

Scoping workshop, 
engagement with 
DfT & Highways 

England. 
Commission 
consultancy 

support 

Engagement with 
CA’s , LEP’s & 

Highway 
Authorities.

Evidence 
gathering, gap 

analysis  & 
strategic  policy 

development  

First draft of 
Strategy –setting 

out objectives, gap 
analysis.  

conditional 
outputs & benefits 

Finalised draft of 
strategy including 

high level 
recommendations 
to feed into RIS2 

and for 
subsequent 

implementation 
programmes

RIS2 evidence 
gathering

May – Jul ’16 

RIS2 evidence 
analysis

Aug-Sept ‘16

Development of RIS2 
Route Strategy 

documents
Oct ‘16 – Feb ‘17

SRN Initial Report 
Nov ‘17
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www.transportforthenorth.com
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Update on study progress
Darren Oldham

Re-cap of the previous SRG and 
outcomes

(Corridor assessment)



Corridor assessment methodology

Viability assumptions
1. Fits with project scope – i.e. strategic link connecting Manchester and Sheffield under 

the Pennines
2. Is largely within study area boundary
3. Does not involve construction of surface route within the 

National Park and its wider setting





Stakeholder views – SRG 9th Dec

 Tested viability assumptions (suggested tweaks rather than wholesale changes)
 Identified 5th corridor (Corridor E)
 Identified some advantages specific to corridors in the north:

- follows current route
- better geology and environment
- benefits to north Manchester (regeneration)
- shorter tunnel lengths

 Identified some advantages specific to corridors in the south:
- less severe weather
- bring more traffic away from M62
- improve links to Manchester Airport

 Identified need to position road and rail together, where possible
 Keen to see investment in public transport e.g. P&R 
 See reduction in traffic through PDNP as a benefit



Stakeholder views – SRG 4th Feb

 Range of views on corridor assessment results. Majority see the logic in Corridors D 
and E not being progressed, some wanted them to stay in, others want more detail 
before deciding 

 Concerns over number, location and size of ventilation shafts
 Concerns over removing excavated material (support route options which would 

minimise disruption)
 Concerns over broad range of environmental issues in corridor D. Including option for 

viaduct (surface route)
 Benefits of using existing infrastructure (e.g. M67) – impact on community, severance, 

acceptability
 Corridor/route (western end) concerns over capacity of M60, particularly SE quadrant)
 Corridor/route (eastern end) works better north of Sheffield 
 Identified range of local issues which could impact on route options

















Update on study progress
Darren Oldham

Route option assessment



Option assessment
 Identify and assess individual options within Corridors A, B and C
 Option Assessment Framework (OAF) 

 Outlined in Transport Appraisal process TAG unit
 Consistent with business case principles (best practice five case model)
 Adds depth of analysis and provides increased level of assurance
 Seven point scoring scale

Large Beneficial LB
Moderate Beneficial MB

Slight Beneficial SB
Neutral N

Slight Adverse SA
Moderate Adverse MA

Large Adverse LA



Note: These are indicative routes identified by the study team and stakeholders at a 
reference group meeting held on 9th December 2015. Further refinement of these 
routes has taken place over following months to reflect emerging analysis, views 
expressed at subsequent reference group meetings and testing of the viability 
assumptions.



Route option summary – Strategic Case

Emerging analysis

 Regional policy alignment – link anticipated to improve the capacity, 
connectivity, resilience, reliability, quality and safety of the network

 Regional policy alignment – supports national and regional economic 
activity, facilitating growth, joining up communities and creating jobs

 Local policy alignment – supports a number of the objectives within local 
transport plans and strategies of Greater Manchester, Sheffield City 
Region and Derbyshire

 Fit with Scheme objectives – all routes align strongly with scheme 
objectives some differentiation



Route option summary – VfM (economy)

Emerging analysis
 Business users – corridor level assessment demonstrated that there was 

no substantive difference between corridors A, B and C 
 Regeneration – all routes provide good links to known regeneration 

areas. With some differentiation for some of the routes
 Wider impacts – no differentiation between options. All options offer good 

time savings



Route option summary – VfM (environmental)

Emerging analysis

 Within the PDNP – some environment indicators show some positive 
impacts (air quality, noise, water)

 Outside the PDNP – some routes have more impacts than others
 Overall impacts could be mitigated at future stages 



Route option summary – VfM (impact on society)

Emerging analysis

 Collison and casualties – switch in traffic will lead to reduction in 
collisions on existing routes

 Collision and casualties – design  of any new link would be to the latest 
standards. Differentiation based on number of junctions anticipated 

 Severance – some route option relieve existing severance
 For collisions and casualties, and severance, there are marginal 

differences between routes



Route option summary – VfM (public accounts, 
distributional impacts, BCR) and Financial case

Emerging analysis

 High level estimate of the anticipated Present Value Costs (PVCs) has 
been developed based on the application of unit rates for various tunnel 
and surface link components

 These cost estimates have been converted into ratios, relative to the 
lowest cost route option

 Majority of these assessment areas will be looked at in the final stage of 
the study including production of high level cost estimates 



Route option summary - Delivery & Commercial case

Emerging analysis
 Likely  delivery agents – anticipated to be a high level of interest in all options
 Likely delivery agents – all deliverable but different levels of complexity which are 

being assessed, including:
o Quantity of excavated material
o Nearest rail access from the tunnel, for removal of excavated material
o Number of ventilation shafts
o Number of interchanges
o Number of structures
o Proportion of tunnel section within a coal mining affected area 

 Stakeholder acceptability – substantial amount of engagement taken place. Too 
early to have a clear picture of the overall level of support or challenge

 Public acceptability – Assessed against positive (connectivity, resilience reliability) 
and negative (construction in PDNP, surface construction, tunnel length) factors 





Next steps – Stakeholder Engagement
Shona Johnstone – DfT

• Follow up meetings for those unable to attend today

• Following publication of Updated Interim Report, we’ll 
organise meetings

• Possibly additional SRG covering all northern strategic 
studies, format yet to be determined

• Final meeting with all stakeholders planned for                 
autumn


